INTRODUCTION
When it comes to improve student's innovative capacity, cultural innovation is the basis, the first and second classes are the platform, method innovation is the key and system innovation is the guarantee. Among all experiment teachings, there should be experiment teachings that focus on one individual factor, certain curriculum, major, cross-major, crossprinciple and simulated market experiment teaching and innovation and entrepreneurship practice.
"Challenge Cup" business plan competition of Chinese college students is held jointly by Central Committee of Chinese Communist Youth League, China Association for Science and Technology, Ministry of Education and All-China Students Federation. It is held every two years and is universally acknowledged as the "Scientific and Technological Olympics" of Chinese college students. The purpose of "Challenge cup" is to stimulate students' learning enthusiasm, strengthen students' information consciousness, to cultivate students' scientific research and practice ability, train students entrepreneurship spirit. Shijiazhuang University of Economics participate in all previous contest.
Business planning competition is the most important content of the second class and experiment teaching in Shijiazhuang University of Economics. The author uses a work he once instructed for a business plan contest for college students, that is "Business Plan for Highly Effective Nitrogen Fertilizer" (Tuopu Technology Co. Ltd.) as a case, discussing the art of writing a business plan. The case participated in "Challenge Cup", a business planning competition for Chinese college students, and won a second prize.
A successful business planning competition should include three elements: competition teams with complementary advantages, products or services that have a market prospect and a complete, detailed and in-depth business plan.
In order to win in the business plan competition, the following requirements should be met: being able to arouse the judges' interest and make them think from another perspective; the plan should be appealing(A business plan's projects, title, expected profit, market situation, investment structure, organization structure and form should all be attractive to judges and be convincing.);a broad and deep analysis of the market(The business plan should include an in-depth analysis of markets home and abroad, its competitors and the supply of resources, and highlight the project's possibility of production and its competitive advantages); an innovative organization structure to suit the project; the company has a clear business aim, grand and feasible strategic aim(Capital needed by the project shall have a huge investment potential and a profitable return. ); a scientific and feasible financial analysis; the balance sheet, profit and loss statement and cash flow statement are feasible and clear; the business plan is highly practical.
When students have decided their project name, built their team and finished their broad and deep market research, analysis and demonstration, turning their ideas into paperwork becomes the key issue. However, during our over 10 years' instruction in the business plan competition, we find that theories for business plan have a weak connection with practice and are hard to put into practice, that works are not attractive and convincing enough, especially that the art of writing a "business plan" is yet to be improved. Therefore, it is necessary to summarize and outline in the form of case analysis.
LANGUAGE CAPABILITY
Language is the jacket and tool for abstract thoughts. Abstract thoughts cannot exist without language. Reaching a complete scientific conclusion and writing a business largely depend on the writer's language capacity. There are many authors whose language capacity is so poor that the business plan they drafted are full of mistakes, such as confused ideas, loose structure, fuzzy logic, obscure concept and words lack of fluency. Therefore, language capacity is the basis for writing a business plan and one of the most important skills for intellectual innovation.
The language used in writing a business plan should be both scientific and simple that grandma can understand, rather than using policy language, news language or oral language, let alone network language.
Generally speaking, a business plan is composed of executive summary, industry background, company overview, market research and analysis, company strategy, overall schedule, major risks, assumptions, team, capital of the company, financial assumption, and profitability.
Executive summary
Execution summary, also called execution review, is the outline for the whole business plan. It mainly includes a brief introduction to this business, its chances, an account of its market goals, predictions, competitive advantages, capital profile, a prediction of its profitability, a brief introduction to the team and profits it offers.
The major function of an execution summary is to win favor from investors and attentions from readers. Only when the writing is successful can the content be convincing and can judges and investors continue to read for more information.
Industry background and company overview
Industry background and Company Overview mainly include an introduction of industry background, company overview, and a detailed description of its product or service, how does it meet the demand of customers, and its strategies for market entry strategy and market expansion.
Company overview should be written in simple and concise language, for instance, Tuopu Technology Co. Ltd., founded on December 29 th 1959, is manufacturer of highly-effective nitrogen fertilizer. It is lawful established as a limited liability company, and its capital equity structure is XX.
A good business philosophy is of vital importance to a company's success. There must be your own business philosophy so that investors may believe that your company has considered deeply about its development and management. The business philosophy must adopt the company's slogan, which should be repeatedly used in order to consolidate its impression on investors and readers, for instance, "Innovate fertilizer technology; Benefit manufacturers and farmers" is the business philosophy of Tuopu Technology Co. Ltd.
As for company business, there should be a clear statement of what products or services XX company provides, what phase is its management in, when is the first product invented, when do they hired the first employee, and when do they sign the first order.
What is XX Company's sales income during a certain period of time and the balance of profit and loss? How much capital is raised? What is our expected sales income? How much pre-tax income to be reached by which year? How to distribute the capital raised?
Descriptions of the products and services should be clear so that others can understand what are your products and services exactly. It should clearly say that XX company produces the following products (or provide the following services).Currently, our products and services are in what stage. We plan to expand our production line to improve what product or services. What key features are there in the process of production and service? Why are our products or service unique? We have an advantageous market position is due to a particular patent, sales pace and brand name.
Market research and analysis
Market research and analysis deal with customers, market capacity and trend, competition and its competitive advantages, estimated market share and sales volume, the trend of market development.
As for consumer, market capacity and relative trend, there should be a clear and detailed description of the consumer, market and driving force of the market, for instance, what is our market? By what time and according to prediction report by what agency, its market value can reach how much million? Who is our client? Where are they? How could we reach them? How to attract and persuade consumers to buy from your company? Why would consumers care about your products?
As for competition and your own competitive advantages, you should get to know your major competitors and make it clear who is your major competitor in terms of products, management, price, plant location, promotion strategy, and financial plan. It should be clearly written that AA company is a direct rival for XX Company, or that XX Company has no direct rival, but there are other alternatives or relative products in the market. What is the unique feature of our products? What are our competitive advantages?
Corporate strategy
Corporate strategy illustrate how company compete with competitors, it include marketing plan (pricing and distribution, advertising and promotion); planning and development plan (develop aim, difficulties and risks); manufacture and operating plan (operation period, equipment and improvement).
Schedules
Corporate schedule include making plans in the most important areas such as: revenue, equilibrium and positive cash flow, market share, product development and introduction, main partners, and financing.
Key risks, difficulties and hypothesis
This part explains how to deal with risks and difficulties (contingency plan). Define what is the most risky, such as market risk, pricing risk, product risk, management risk. Describe when should provide financing existing plan and the exiting mechanism.
Management team
Make introduction of the management team, especially the team members' education and working background related to the company. Make introduction of the management level, entrepreneurship consultant, main investors and holding shares.
Company's financial condition
Make introduction of the company's financial plan, and discuss the critical driving factors of the financial performance. The following leverage ratio should be included: gross profit, net profits, profitability and persistency, fixed, variable and semivariable cost; the months that needed to achieve equilibrium.
Financial forecast
Financial forecast is the basis to evaluate investment opportunity; it should reflect the best estimated financial needs. Financial forecast include income statement, balance sheet, cash flow statement in the same period and cost control system.
Assumed benefit that company can provide
This is the "selling point" of business plan, it include the total financial needs; how to use the fund; what investors can gain; the possible existing strategy.
As to financial needs, it should tell the purpose of increasing investment and the expected rate of return, why this business opportunity could inspire people. For example, it should tell the amount and the nature of the investment of Tuopu Technology Co. Limited, what the money for, how the amount would be used. How many years investors can get dividend by using residual profits or refinancing.
EXPRESSION FORM
The characteristic of expression form of business plan is the combination of text description and chart, referred to as article elements. Text description takes the forms of exposition, description, narration and argumentation.
The combination of the many kinds of chart, table, and photo in the business plan called diagrammatic element. Diagrammatic element is one of the most important parts of business plan that used to illustrate the most efficient method to express the result of investigation, research and experiment.
WRITING SKILLS

Rich in logicality
Write a business plan must be rich in logicality, that means writing business plan by using different form of thinking ( concept, judgment, reasoning, argument) and law of thinking (analysis and syntheses, conclude and deduce, abstract to concrete), that could be logical and easy understand.
Illustrate the work truthfully
The core is "how to illustrate truthfully". It could be achieved by studying the excellent business plan and learn from past experiences.
Normalized writing
Business plan must be normalized in writing so that it would better for collection, store, process, search, and communication.
Text format specification
Different business plan has different text format, however the main content are similar, take Tuopo Technology Co. Limited as example:
The text structure composition is according to the following order: title; author/name of author's working place; content; executive summary; text; reference/ contact.
Author name is generally written in business plan under the headline. According to China's new rules, the surname and given must be consistent in English and in Chinese.
Content include titles and page numbers of each part in business plan.
Executive summary is the miniaturized version of the business plan, it must be short, concise, complete and should be within one to two pages.
Text also called demonstration chapter, it is the main part of business plant, it generally include the following nine parts: industrial background, company profile, market research and analysis, corporate strategy, schedule, key risks and assumed team and company financial condition , financial forecast, benefits that company can provide.
Attentions are needed when writing the main part: 1.clear position of the research object and situation. 2. Go in-depth and more detailed based on the hypothesis 3.Less theoretical knowledge.
Pay attention to the copy right when writing references, layout according to international and domestic standard.
Structure specification
A business plan generally has no more than 5 levels and should have a certain provision system and unified format. The structure of the levels is as follow: Chapter one, chapter title; Section one, section title (selective); Title; Subtitle; Serial Title; Article; Paragraph (selective); Sub paragraph (selective).
The title is divided into the headlines and sub-headlines, it should be concise and clear, generally no more than 15 words. There are no punctuations at the end of title.
Title should be accurately generalized the text content.
Title should be a noun or noun phrase, try to avoid using nonnoun structure words Avoid using function words.
The structure and style of all subtitles should be as consistent as possible.
Try to not use punctuation when title is not easy to generate ambiguity.
Title should avoid using brackets with synonyms, foreign abbreviations. If necessary, take the lines in the bracket to the text.
English and digital fonts in the title should be consistent with the Chinese fonts.
No punctuation at the end of the title.
Layout specification
Editing and printing should be in accordance with the formal publication requirement, such as the font and font size settings, paragraph spacing setting, page setup, etc.
Expression specification 4.3.4.1. Terminology
The using terminology in a business plan must be validated by National Terminology Committee and accepted by public with no standard or requirement. Author self-created terminology should be stated when first appears in the business plan.
Numbers
The use of numbers must be in accordance with the national standard GB/T15835-1995--General Rulers for Writing Numerals in publications Except for those idiomatic expressions, all numbers should be Arabic numerals. Pay special attention to the following usages: 1) 1）Arabic numeral should be applied to anywhere needed and appropriate, such as 1980s, 1 billion dollars, and less than 5 years, etc.
2) 2 ） All counting and calculation (including positive and negative integers, fraction, decimal fraction, percentage and divisor, etc ) should use Arabic numerals, such as 3/4，4.5%
，10 years, more than 500 kinds, etc.
3) 3）All percentage or frequency should be written in the form of "%" and "X/x", instead of "fifty percent", "one quarter". Besides, x％-x％ cannot be written as x-x％.
4）The first two numbers of a year cannot be omitted, for instance, year 99 should be written as year 1999.
5）Chinese characters should be applied to proper nouns and oral expression, for instance "the 11 th five-year plan/ and "two provinces and one city. 6） When two numbers put together to indicate a round number, they should be Chinese numbers without punctuation. 7）Chinese numbers should be used to express seven days of a week.
8）A number with more than 5 figures and most of them are zeros can be rewritten with the unit of million or billon, for example, 235 million cannot be written as 235000 thousand. A long number cannot switch lines.
9） Numbers with 4 or more than 4 digits shall be divided by a small space after every three digits, for example, 84 175.
Quantities and units
Quantities and units involved in a business plan should all be the same with the national standard GB3100-3102-93--Quantities and Units, such as km, kg and so on. Avoid using Mu to measure land area, instead it should be converted into hectare, the symbol of hectare is Hm2, and the international symbol is ha.
Chart and diagram
All charts and diagrams shall follow related rules for the formulation of a statistical diagram, statistical chart, and the process of screenshot and illustrations.
Mathematic formula
Mathematic formula in a business plan should be placed in the middle and can directly number them with Arabic numerals in round brackets, and leave no space at the end of the line. There should be no dotted line in between. For example, (1) (2) means the first formula and the second formula respectively. When there is continuation line, it should be marked at the last line. A long formula should start with a new line and be placed in the middle. When the formula need to start new lines, only when there is＋、-、×、÷、<、> can we switch to a new line. Try to align the upper and lower formulas around the "=". A formula in the middle of a new line doesn't need to be numbered. There should be a precise and clear explanation for each parameter in the formula (except symbols that have been used and explained above).
Foreign letters
When writing a business plan, foreign letters should be properly italicized and capitalized and keep in uniform with letters in pictures.
Punctuation marks
The use of punctuation marks should base on the new national standard GB/T 15834-1995--Use of Punctuation Marks.
Pay special attention to the distinction and correct use of"、"" ， "" ； ". Generally speaking, there should be a ""for a quotation, and ""instead of "《》"for the title of a task. Try your best to avoid long sentences with dozens of words or even more than a hundred words. Punctuation marks should be used to properly divide the sentence.
CONSTANT MODIFICATION
An important business plan is worth reading a dozen times and then be revised carefully before finalizing it. When it comes to revision method, it is suggested that read it again and again, examining it from a height, and then deliberate over it paragraph by paragraph, going deeper from the surface.
Firstly, after finish writing a business plan, read it again and again for many times to find major problems, to see whether the structure is reasonable, whether the arguing point is sharp enough, whether supporting materials are adequate, whether the argument is well-conceived, whether the content is in consistence with its title and whether the comments are appropriate, etc. This is to examine the whole of the business plan. Secondly, try to find mistakes paragraph by paragraph and then revise them. Sentence by sentence modification shall take into consideration both the content and the form of expression. How to write a sentence? How to choose the right word? How to draw a diagram? How to design a chart? All these need careful consideration.
Why the papers first emphasize looking down from the high? That is because only when reached the advanced level in the world can you correctly evaluate the business plan and find its shortcomings. Why should deliberate the business plan deep down from the surface? That is to deal with the more obvious problems first and then put all the efforts into digging deeper and find out those important but less noticeable problems. Thus the business plan can have a better content and quality.
CONCLUSION
Business planning competition is the most important content of the second class and experiment teaching in Shijiazhuang University of economics. A Complete, detailed and in-depth business plan are the three majors factors of a successful business planning competition. The art of making business plan includes language ability, way of expression and writing skill. The key to business plan's persuasiveness lies in the reliability of data, the rigor of demonstration, the normalization of text and the feasibility of operation. It is the key to arouse the judges' interest and attract venture capital.
Business plan should be demonstrated with the language that "grandma can understand the meaning". Executive summary is the most important part in a business plan. When writing a business plan, great attention needs to be paid on narration and argumentation among those four ways of expression. The key to increase reliability and persuasiveness is to correctly use the form of thinking and law of thinking to write business plan.
